
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
The Black Asian Trans Solidarity Power Rally, Los Angeles, May 21, 2022
____

The Blasian March, GYOPO, Stop DiscriminAsian, QueerX, and Invisible Men Calls on Los Angeles
to Rally for Trans* Rights. The Black Asian Trans Solidarity Power Rally advocates for trans rights
through the lens of Black-Asian solidarity.

* When referencing Trans identities, we also wish to recognize 2Spirit, Nonbinary, Genderqueer and all Gender Expansive identities
with euphoric welcome.

"Trans people are magic and sacred! We are valid! We deserve to be loved and cared for."
Luckie Alexander

LOS ANGELES — The Blasian March, founded by organizer Rohan Zhou-Lee as an initiative to build
solidarity between Black, Asian, and Blasian communities, proudly presents the Black Asian Trans
Solidarity Power Rally in Los Angeles in coalition with GYOPO, Stop DiscriminAsian, QueerX, and
Invisible Men. First held in New York in 2021, the Los Angeles rally continues the celebration of the trans
community and advocacy for trans rights through the lens of Black-Asian solidarity. With the increased
spread of transphobic violence and anti-trans legislation throughout the United States, the Black Asian
Trans Solidarity Power Rally calls for mutual support from local Black, Asian, and Blasian communities,
demanding urgent attention for trans rights from the greater Los Angeles community. This action will
occur May 21, 2022 at 4 PM in Pershing Square.

“Trans people are essential to Black, Asian, and Blasian communities,” says Zhou-Lee. "That means
anything transphobic is a Stop Asian Hate issue. Anything transphobic is a Black Lives Matter issue. Our
solidarity must always include trans people." Featuring a speaker line-up of trans leaders and advocates,
including Zhou-Lee, artist and activist YK Hong and LA trans community leader Luckie Alexander
Fuller, we invite Los Angeles to join in amplifying and celebrating Black, Asian, and Blasian trans voices,
demanding trans rights within all communities. Through organizing the Black Asian Trans Solidarity
Power Rally, the Blasian March, GYOPO, Stop DiscriminAsian, QueerX, and Invisible Men aim to promote
tangible action items for the wider community from trans speakers and other individuals to further uplift
Trans, 2Spirit, Nonbinary, Genderqueer, and all Gender Non-Conforming folks of color.

“With love we choose each other. With purpose we hold the truth. We clarity we choose liberation.”
YK Hong.

The Los Angeles rally is set for May 21, 2022 with a march leading to the rally, a healing ceremony,
speakers, voguing performances, a binder giveaway, among other celebrations. Press members are
invited to attend and interview organizers and attendees. The Black Asian Trans Solidarity Power Rally is
free and open to the public. Wearing a mask and social distancing is strongly encouraged. Free PPE
safety material (COVID tests, masks, hand sanitizer, etc) will be provided by Gender Justice LA. The
Blasian March, GYOPO, Stop DiscriminAsian, QueerX, and Invisible Men can also be found on
Facebook, Instagram, TikTok, and Twitter; the day-of event will be livestreamed with subtitles for people
who cannot attend. For any further questions about the livestream or anything else, please email
blasianmarchla@gmail.com.

In remembrance this rally recognizes the painful history of the 1992 Los Angeles Uprisings – also known
among the Korean community as Saigu – which occurred in April and May 1992. 30 years ago our Los
Angeles Black and Korean communities were left to burn as media coverage amplified violent tensions
and city services prioritized the wealthy in West LA. We hold space for this public history to honor past,
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present, and future solidarity between our Black and Asian communities. For more information on the
Public History of the L.A. Uprisings, please read an upcoming article by Shengxiao “Sole” Yu in Mochi
Magazine.

We are grateful for major support from GYOPO and Stop DiscriminAsian, made possible by funding from
The Ford Foundation.
Pro Bono ASL Interpreters will be at the event

WHO: The Blasian March, GYOPO, Stop DiscriminAsian, QueerX, Invisible Men
WHAT: The Black Asian Trans Solidarity Power Rally
WHERE: Los Angeles. Pershing Square
WHEN: Saturday, May 21, 2022 4 PM

Partner Organizations: Blasian March, Stop DiscriminAsian, GYOPO, QueerX, Invisible Men
Supporting Organizations: APLA Health, Asians 4 Abolition, Bifurious Podcast, Keep Beyond, Militantly
Mixed, Nectar, Pro Bono ASL, Sk8 and Meet Santana, among others

____

About The Blasian March:
The Blasian March is a solidarity action between Black, Asian and Blasian communities. This is achieved
through education on parallel struggles against white colonial settler violence and mutual celebration.
Founded by Rohan Zhou-Lee in 2020, an LGBT organizer of Black and Asian heritage, the Blasian March
uses in-person marches and social media platforms for this mission. Educational resources, booklists,
and mutual aid listings can be found at linktr.ee/BlasianMarchNY. The Blasian March has been
spotlighted on Gay City News, Hella Pinay, CNN, and internationally on World Journal.

Blasian March History:

The first Blasian March took place on Oct 11, 2020 in Cadman Plaza, Brooklyn, New York City. All

speakers were women, LGBT and/or disabled. Protestors used music and dancing to build solidarity with

chants such as “Black Lives Matter,” “Asians 4 Black Lives,” and “Black Power, Asian Power.” On

February 20, 2021, the Blasian March contributed resources to the End The Violence Towards Asians

Rally, which was co-led by founder Rohan Zhou-Lee and women of color. It received coverage by both

AJ+ and NextShark with a follow-up article. June 4th, 2020, the Blasian held its first Pride Rally to

celebrate Black, Asian and Blasian LGBT people. The rally received coverage locally (Gay City News,)

nationally (Hella Pinay) and internationally (World Journal.) The one year anniversary Black Asian Trans

Power Rally was held in both New York City and also New Haven, with social media promotional support

received from lgbt, lgbtq, and pride. April 23rd, the Blasian March executed its first Book Fair. Literature

from Black, Asian, Blasian, and Indigenous writers was distributed for free, purchased with community

funds or donated, as a means to foster solidarity through understanding. The flyer was also shared by

Gemma Chan and #VeryAsian news anchor Michelle Li. This action was sponsored in part by Haymarket

Books. Performances included Emmy award winner Suzen Baraka, 2021 BBC 100 Women of the Year

recipient Iman Le Caire, and Bloodline Dance Theater company member Justin Hunte. A panel on writing

and Black-Asian solidarity followed, moderated by Vina Orden and including Suzen Baraka, The
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Kinswoman podcast co-founder Yseult Polfliet Mukantanaba and GAPIMNY co-chair and Legal Aid

Society Attorney-In-Charge Jason Wu. A third Black Asian Trans Power Rally is set for May 21st in Los

Angeles, with speakers including Luckie Alexander, YK Hong, and Rohan Zhou-Lee.

For more information on GYOPO, please visit gyopo.us.

For more information on Stop DiscriminAsian, please visit https://stopdiscriminasian.org/.

For more information on QueerX, please visit https://www.instagram.com/queerxact/.

For more information on Invisible Men, please visit https://invisibletmen.org/.

About Rohan Zhou-Lee:
Rohan Zhou-Lee, pronouns They/Siya/祂 (Tā) is a queer Black-Asian author, dancer, and organizer in
New York City. Zhou-Lee is the founder of the Blasian March, an initiative to build solidarity between
Black, Asian and Blasian communities through education and celebration. They have been featured as
an activist on USA Today, AJ+, CNN, NBC Chicago, WNYC, Gothamist, Hella Pinay, and other news
outlets. Their writing on Black-Asian solidarity can be found on them. magazine, Truthout, and Mochi
Magazine. Podcast interviews with siya can be heard at The Bánh Mì Chronicles, What Gives?, Militantly
Mixed, and Sippin’ Tea With Dr. G. They have also presented on intersectional feminist activism at
Dominican University, Northwestern University, University of Michigan, UC Berkeley, the Midwest Mixed
Conference 2021, and has served on multiple panels. Zhou-Lee holds a Bachelor of the Arts degree in
Ethnomusicology from Northwestern University.

About YK Hong:
YK Hong (any pronouns) is a queer genderqueer Korean and has been working with organizations
around anti-oppression, learning, leadership and organizational culture for over 20 years. YK works with
individuals, organizations, and companies across the globe to facilitate processes in strategic planning,
organization development, and anti-oppression culture shift.

Community  is the core of YK’s liberation work and informs their art, organizing, and organizational work.

About Luckie Alexander:
Luckie (he/him) as a passionate advocate and founder of Invisible Men, an organization focused on
uplifting and building community among trans men and nonbinary transmasculine folks centered on
people of color. Luckie is an important connector across LGBTQI community groups and organizations
and a steadfast advocate for transmasculine people and trans parents. You may also know Luckie as:

- a member of Gender Justice Los Angeles and the Los Angeles County Transgender Advisory
Council; AND
- - a proud member & Historian of Brown Boi Project; AND
- an HIV Commissioner and a community advisory board member for UCLA’s Center for HIV
Identification, Prevention, and Treatment Services ; AND
- - a recipient of the Lou Sullivan Award for his work centered around transmasculine individuals
in the HIV/AIDS arena; AND
- 2018 Mr. Quest, a community advocacy award with APAIT. Luckie is a crucial voice in health
education and organizing, trans justice, and the movement for black lives. In
2019, he was the Assistant Strategy Director for the historic 2019 National Trans Visibility March.
In 2020, he was the designer of the “ALL BLACK LIVES MATTER” art installation on Hollywood
Blvd.
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About Lee Painter-Kim:
Lee Painter-Kim (they/them/xem) is an art worker and the Director of the Blasian March LA Chapter
leading the organization of the Black Asian Trans Solidarity Power Rally LA 2022. They are also a
programming committee member of the Korean diaspora nonprofit GYOPO, and they are an active
member of Stop DiscriminAsian. Painter-Kim is a biracial Korean and white-American nonbinary art
worker, organizer, and writer. Their work focuses on the neoliberal art worker pipeline through a mixed
race and transformative justice lens. Recently, they have published texts with Routledge, Dio Press, and
Taylor & Francis Women’s Studies journal. They have a BFA from VCUarts, BA in English from Hunter
College, and are a MA Cultural Studies candidate at Claremont Graduate University.

MEDIA CONTACTS:

Nationwide Press
Rohan Zhou-Lee (They/Siya/祂 (Tā)
Blasian March Founder
Asians 4 Abolition, Co-Founder
blasianmarch@gmail.com
blasianmarchla@gmail.com
(908) 532-3601

Los Angeles Press
Lee Painter-Kim (they/them/xem)
Director, Blasian March LA
Programming Committee, GYOPO
Active Member, Stop DiscriminAsian
blasianmarchla@gmail.com
lee.painterkim@gmail.com
(917) 757 5742

Los Angeles Uprising History Contact
Shengxiao “Sole” Yu (she/her)
Nectar Founder
sole@lifeaffirmingnectar.com
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